
Math 441 project guide
Instructor: Junping Shi

The purpose of the study-research project in Math 441 is to apply knowledge learned
from the course to a real world science problem, or to investigate a mathematical problem
arising from some course material. Topics of the project can be applications of perturba-
tion methods, dimension analysis to problems in physics, economics, chemistry, biology,
engineering, or even mathematics itself.

Project is to be done individually or by a group of two students (for two projects).
Students can select a topic from the list provided by the instructor, or choose a topic by
him(her)self. (In the latter case, the topic must be approved by the instructor.)

The project paper is due December 9th, Friday; and the presentation will take place in
the last week of class (Dec 6th and Dec 8th). The basic time table is: in October, choose
the topic, form teams, and collect information from library and internet; in November,
solve the problems, write computer programs to conduct computation, and write the paper
(it is suggested that a preliminary version to be submitted before Thanksgiving break);
After Thanksgiving, refine the paper, give the presentation, and submit the paper. If
you are taking Math 300, then your preliminary paper must be submitted by
November 25 by email.

The project is to write a paper about 5-10 pages long (not including detail computation
sheet, computer programs, and computer generated graphics), and to do a 10 minute
presentation about your research in class at the end of the semester. If necessary, your
paper can be longer than 10 pages. You need to type the main body of the paper using
Microsoft Words or LaTeX, and the details of computation can be included in the paper
as appendices. You do not need type computation, but they must be clearly written and
readable.

If your project is about a application problem, you should introduce the background,
history, assumptions, physical laws of the mathematical model; give appropriate dimen-
sion analysis to all parameters and variables, and introduce dimensionless variables to
simplify the equations.

For mathematical part, you need to state clearly which methods you are using, list the
major steps of computation in the main body of the paper. When reference books usually
give the solutions of problems which you study, you should provide more details, explain
all formula you use. Use your own computer programs and graphing tools to produce the
symbolic and numerical calculation results and graphs. When using other people’s work,
you must quote the original paper with title, names of all authors, name, volume number
and issue number of journal, date of publication. If quoted work is on a webpage, you
must provide the full name of the link to the referred webpage. You should list and index
your references at the end of the paper, and quote them in a name like [1], [2], or [S], [K].

The grading criteria will be almost completely subjective since the projects are open-
ended. The grades I assign on the project will be based on the depth, clarity and preci-
sion of (mathematical) thought, correctness of mathematical calculation involved, writing
style, and organization of the paper.

Many applications use partial differential equations as tools of models. But since we
have not yet covered material of partial differential equations, your project should only
consider models of ordinary differential equations.


